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W
ith gently 
rolling 

mountains, volcanoes, 
natural springs and wild 
rivers, the Haute-Loire 
offers an array of unique 
experiences, which you 
can discover in the pages 
of this magazine's 4th 
edition. 
 
Offering a wealth of 
panoramic views, colours 
and fragrances, this 
exclusive part of the 
Auvergne boasts a vast 
patchwork of landscapes 
and attractions. A true 
delight for nature lovers, 
those looking to relax, and 
culture vultures wanting 
to learn about local 
heritage. 
 
And to benefit fully from 
all the essential pleasures 
in life without having 
to go to the other side 
of the world, the local 
inhabitants and tourism 
experts provide a warm 
welcome, ensuring your 
stay in the Haute-Loire 
is an unforgettable 
experience. 
 
Brigitte Renaud 
President of Haute-Loire 
Tourism

Go exploring and enjoy the adventure
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Sainte-Marie-des-Chazes Chapel Place du Plot, on a summer's evening (Le Puy-en-Velay)
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Les sucs du meyGaL,
an extraordinary collection 

of volcanic domes
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•  P o r t f o l i o  o f  M o u n t a i n s  &  V o l c a n o e s  •

views of The mid mounTain 
ranGe
from the Puy des Juscles Via Ferrata
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The wiLd 
Loire

viewed from 
the Rond de 

l'Ange

The bLue Lake
like a mirror of pure water
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•  P o r t f o l i o  o f  s o u r c e s  &  W i l d  r i V e r s  •

diP your Toes 
and baThe
in crystal-clear waters
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Le Puy-en-veLay,
The European capital of the 
Santiago de Compostela 
pilgrimage route, a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site
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LivinG The 'doLce viTa' in 
The GorGes de L'aLLier,

a land of Art and History

•  P o r t f o l i o  o f  c u l t u r e  &  t r a i l s  •
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fLoaT aLonG on a 
PaddLe board on Lac 

de LavaLeTTe
Gliding over the lake like a 
nymph in the deep blue 
of Lac de Lavalette is a 
truly serene experience! 

Paddleboarding is similar to 
walking on water, with just 
your arms and oar as your 

motor. Once you've mastered 
the technique, in between 

paddle strokes, you can 
savour the serenity of this vast 

expanse.

ot-des-sucs.fr

enjoy a waLkinG Tour  
"Guided" by The rochebaron birds of Prey

At Château de Rochebaron, in Bas-en-Basset, birds of prey reign 
supreme. During the shows, they flirt and frolic as much with 

the castle towers as they do with their audience! With stunning 
views of the Loire Gorges in the background, they soar overhead 
sometimes making you dizzy. And to become more acquainted 
with these magnificent creatures, you can join "the birds of prey 

tour" around the chateau grounds. Nicolas, the falconer, will teach 
you how to call a bird back to your arm.  

A mind-blowing experience!

rochebaron.org

12experiences
amazing

01 02
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•  u n m i s s a b l e  •

enjoyinG an aPeriTif aT 
sunseT aT The ToP of Le 

Lizieux
As the evening approaches, 
our guide, Olivier, joins us to 

escort us to the top of Le Lizieux. 
There's no time to drag your 
feet if you want to get there 

for sunset. After a short stretch 
through the forest, highlighted 
with Olivier's commentary, the 

Mézenc Massif comes into view.

Passing over a mass of granite 
rock you finally reach the 

summit, the Pic du Lizieux. The 
sun can go down quickly so 
checked tablecloths, organic 
bread, cold meats and local 

beers from the Rohner brewery 
are laid out in haste, ready for 
enjoying the sunset. A unique 

experience, suspended in time… 

office-tourisme-haut-lignon.com

06
Go advenTurinG ThrouGh forGoTTen GorGes in a canoe

Like an Indian in the Wild Loire or Robinson in the Gorges de l'Allier. These 
rugged gorges are a paradise for those looking for a two-day adventure not 
too far from home. Jump in a canoe and take a trip down river, crossing a 
series of rapids and flat stretches, and take breaks in the natural creeks to 
enjoy a refreshing dip in the water. At the end, you will arrive at a beach 

where you can pitch your bivouac. Spend the night under the stars, listening 
to the nocturnal birds and the nearby rippling water. Magical!

tonic-aventure.fr 
velay-eaux-vives.fr 

tourisme-marchesduvelayrochebaron.fr

cruise ThrouGh The GorGes de La Loire  
in an eLecTric moTor boaT 

Fancy a relaxing family day out on the water?  
Quietly climb aboard an electric boat from the Aurec-sur-Loire 

nautical centre, so as not to frighten the birds, and head off into the 
peaceful Loire gorges, cruising peacefully down to Saint-Victor-sur-

Loire. A serene experience!

gorgesdelaloire-tourisme.fr

crossinG a himaLayan fooTbridGe
Located 63 m above the Lignon River, the new Gorges du Lignon 
footbridge takes us one giant step further. However, you still need 
to walk 270 m to reach the two river banks. This footbridge is the 

longest in France, and offers exhilarating thrills and a chance to have 
your own Indiana Jones-style adventure.

ot-des-sucs.fr

03

04

05

Excessive use of alcohol is harmful to 
health. Drink in moderation.
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reLax in a bubbLinG sPa in The midsT of winTer
As soon as the first snowflakes start to fall, you're sure to want to warm yourself 

up in the hot springs of Sources du Haut Plateau. The spa sparkles with 
waters of 33° C and you can enjoy alternating between relaxing waterfalls, 
water jets and massage beds. The sauna is a great place to unwind and 

take in the spectacular views of the volcanoes. You're bound to be tempted 
to make this warm experience last longer, by finding a cosy spot in front of 
the spa's fireplace, with a cup of herbal tea. After that, you can treat yourself 
further by dining in one of the gourmet restaurants in the village of Saint-

Bonnet-le-Froid. Pure bliss!

spa-hautplateau.com

08

sTar GazinG from The 
summiT of meyGaL
Far from any kind of light 
pollution and when the 
conditions are right, it is 

possible to observe up to 
3,000 stars in the Haute-

Loire. From the summits of 
the Meygal mountain range, 
wrapped in a cosy blanket, 

you can admire the Big 
Dipper, Venus, Cassiopeia, 

Jupiter and many more... And 
if you want to learn more 

about the secrets of our vast 
universe, you can follow the 

stars to Saint-Julien-Chapteuil 
to visit the Betz Observatory.

orion43.fr

PaddLe amid saLmons
The reason why salmon travel 

thousands of kilometres 
to spawn in the Gorges de 
l'Allier is because this river 

is truly exceptional. This 
rugged, wild river is ideal 

for anyone who loves rafting 
and canoeing, or enjoys the 

feeling of being in the middle 
of nowhere.

gorges-allier.com

09

07
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•  u n m i s s a b l e  •

TreaT yourseLf To a viP 
TriP To Lavaudieu

Janette, a firm believer in 
taking a relaxed approach 

to life, invites you to join her 
on an exclusive tour of the 
Lavaudieu’s cloister, on a 

mild summer evening or an 
afternoon out of season, when 
things are a little calmer and 

the site is closed to the public. 
Janette will tell you all about 
the history of this 900-year-
old site. The tour begins in 

the village, ranked as one of 
the "Most Beautiful Villages in 
France", and continues with 

the superb frescoes on display 
in the church and the famous 
Romanesque cloister, the only 
one in the Auvergne region to 
be found still intact. Offered 
to couples or small groups, 

Janette provides a wealth of 
information relating to art, 

history and architecture. To top 
it all off, the tour concludes 

with an enjoyable aperitif or an 
afternoon tea made with local 

produce, depending on the 
season.

auvergneslow.com

dive inTo a craTer Lake
Lac du Bouchet is nature in its purest 
form. This crater lake was formed by 
water and magma coming together. 
This exclusive setting, where the "Blue 

Flag" flies, is more than just a place 
to enjoy a dip. Here you can feel the 

volcanic energy, experience the power 
of the elements, and emerge from the 
water feeling refreshed and invigorated. 

The ultimate rejuvenation!

12
10

fLy over The veLay voLcanoes 
in a hoT-air baLLoon

Not far from Le Puy-en-Velay, near The chateau de Lavoûte-
Polignac, cloaked in the morning mist, you can hear the 
burner roar as the balloon gradually inflates. Our balloon 
pilot then beckons us to climb aboard the basket. As our 
feet leave the ground, we experience a dizzying sensation, 

which quickly disappears as we break through the haze. Now 
we're floating above the clouds! We take in the horizon, filled 
with the first rays of sunlight. We can see the contours of the 
volcanoes, and the Loire River winding through the gorges. 
The balloon skirts over the distinctive landmarks of Le Puy-
en-Velay. At the wind's mercy, we pass over the town, and 

the end of our voyage draws near. We assure you that this is a 
truly amazing almost dream-like experience.

montgolfiere-en-velay.fr 
montgolfiere-et-decouvertes.fr

11

Excessive use of alcohol is harmful to 
health. Drink in moderation.
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Travel in vintage style!

With their delightfully old-fashioned 
charm, you might think the Gorges de 

l'Allier were created to transport us back 
to the 1960s. Consequently, some vintage 
enthusiasts have come up with the clever 

idea of offering vintage vehicles for hire, 
to add an exciting twist to your holiday 

getaway.

First Manu (Les Mobs à Manu), with his 
fleet of mopeds that this mechanics 
enthusiast loves to restore. And then, 

Isabelle and François from 
La Deuch' Compagnie who have 

dedicated their lives to the 2CV!
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Incredible the 
noise a 2CV 
makes when it 
accelerates

You feel like you're soaring 
along, even though you're 
only going at around 50 
km/h! You can enjoy the 
scenery to the full. More 
than just a sunroof, this is 
a convertible. And, more 
than just a car, this is a 
lifestyle!

A short tour in the morning to get to 
grips with these little two-wheelers 

The baskets are securely attached to the back of the bikes, 
and a picnic rug and set of boules are in the trunk, so "OK, 
let's go!".

First stop, an open-air café in 
Lavoûte-Chilhac

You'll love the arched stone bridge and the southern 
atmosphere of this village, its ancient Cluniac priory 
set in the bend of the Allier River and houses built on 
the rocky hillsides.
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Time for lunch 

We have booked a table outdoors at l’Auberge de 
Chanteuges. The menu features Ombre d'Auvergne 

(Grayling), a unique fish with a fragrance of thyme, bred just 
a few hundred metres from the restaurant at the National 

Conservatory for Wild Salmon (which can be visited in 
summer!). Served with the mushroom risotto, it's simply 

divine. We then naturally move on to the cheeseboard 
followed by a raspberry/blueberry tart. Along with 

strawberries, redcurrants and blackberries, these fruits are 
among the famous "Perles Rouges du Velay".

Following the contours 
of the gorges to reach 
the village of Chilhac

This picturesque village, listed as 
a "Small Town of Character", is 
perched on basalt columns above 
the Allier River.

•  a  v i n t a g e - s t y l e  r o a d  t r i p  •

For a short stroll after 
lunch, we walk up 
through the cobbled 
streets of Chanteuges.

In the low stone walls that follow the 
route, we see a mix of succulents 
and seemingly wild flowers. At the 
top, the Chanteuges Priory sits on 
a rocky headland. This place offers a 
serene atmosphere, as if time stands 
still… At the end of July, this magical 
location is the setting for the Festival 
6 cordes au fil de l'Allier, where 
world-renowned guitarists show 
off their talents. 
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We drive on down the road, until we 
reach a spot just below, Prades beach 
(supervised in high season). First a 
swim in the refreshing water of the 
Allier, followed by a game of boules. 
We're on top of the world!

To end this wonderful day, we visit 
another little gem. The Sainte-Marie-
des-Chazes Chapel. This chapel made 
of black rock borders the lush green 
Allier gorges.

We then return to Lavoûte-Chilhac, 
with big smiles on our faces. It appears 
that we can also explore the secluded 
valley of the Cronce and Desge Rivers. 
That will be our plan for tomorrow. 
Because, guess what? We have booked 
a campsite on the water's edge staying 
in caravans... vintage ones, of course!

It's getting hot... time for a swim
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A motorcycle 
road trip
through legendary villages…

The winding 
roads follow the 

extraordinary 
landscape and the 

surfaces are in 
good condition for 

a mid-mountain 
area. The roads in 
Haute-Loire are a 

pleasure to drive... 
Fancy taking a road 
trip to discover this 

diverse countryside? 
Connecting 

11 picturesque 
villages classified 
among the "Most 

Beautiful Villages 
in France" or listed 
as "Small Towns of 

Character".  
Here we share 

just some of 
their legends and 

traditions with you, 
to make you want to 

hop on your bike.
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allègre and the 
"devil biter"

On days when there are high 
winds from the south, you can 
still hear the memory of a poor 
sergeant wailing... In one of the 
many taverns where the Allègre 
was known, this sergeant would 
brag about making the cruel lord 
who occupied the castle pay his 
many debts. 

"That wicked Lord. Even if he 
were the devil himself, I shall 
bite him until he has paid what 
he owes! ". The next day, the 
lord invited him to join him at 
his table. But no sooner had he 
opened his mouth, all his teeth 
were pulled out, leaving him 
bleeding, to the amusement of 
the lord and his entourage. When 
you visit the village, you can still 
see his toothless face set in stone…

Polignac and apollo's 
trickery

Just before the pilgrims began their ascent to 
the fortress, a priest asked them about their 
vows. Through a cavity in the rock, the priest 
relayed the pilgrims' wishes to other holy men 
who were hiding behind a mask of Apollo 
in the Oracle's well. Before the pilgrims had 
time to ask Apollo their questions, they heard 
a deep voice answer them. The travellers left 
with the illusion that the mask had answered 
their secret questions and from then on, never 
forgot to leave offerings in the shadows...

Heading towards Polignac, the road winds its way up to the heights of Le 
Puy-en-Velay basin with the Mézenc Massif in our rear-view mirror.

Take little breaks at the various orientation tables where you can enjoy the 
stunning views on offer along the way.

Lavaudieu and the 
wine revolution

While the Bastille was being 
captured, the Lavaudieu Abbey and 
its magnificent Romanesque cloister 
were also being seized. And what 
better way to celebrate the French 
Revolution than to commandeer the 
barrels of wine intended for the monks 
of La Chaise-Dieu? This revolutionary 
"move" is still celebrated in this former 
winegrowing village each year by 
sharing a barrel in the village square, 
overlooked by the bell tower, which 
has since been amusingly crowned 
with a Phrygian cap.
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saint-Paulien and the golden coffin

In the 3rd century AD, Saint-Paulien was having its heyday, becoming the 
"Civitas Vellavorum", the capital of the Vellavian people. It pays tribute to 
the emperors of Rome through two dedications. One was a dedication to 

Empress Etruscilla who is said to have fallen in love with Saint-Paulien. But 
many locals still believe (wrongly!) that it is an epitaph and that a golden tomb 

is hidden beneath it. Some have even gone so far as to dig up the stone in 
their kitchen to find it... A reproduction of this "dedicated" stone can be seen 

in the village's Archaeological Museum.

auzon saved by  
a pig

During the Hundred Years' 
War, the English besieged 
Auzon, relying on famine 

to force the villagers to 
surrender. When there was 

only one pig and one sack of 
wheat left in the village, the 

inhabitants came up with 
a cunning plan. They force-
fed the pig and released it 
out of the boundary walls. 
When the enemy spotted 

the well-nourished hog, 
they immediately called off 

the assault, believing that 
the Auzon granaries were 

overflowing with provisions.

•  a  v i n t a g e - s t y l e  m o t o r c y c l e  r o a d  t r i p  t h r o u g h  l e g e n d a r y  v i l l a g e s  •

A moment to relax in the 
village square in Saint-Paulien

Arlempdes, a jewel to discover after an 
amazing road overlooking the gorges of the 
Wild Loire
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In Blesle, no brides crossed the porch 
connecting the town hall to the elaborately 
carved church. According to popular belief, 
this would bring bad luck to this traditional 

village of timber-frame houses…

La Porte de la 
verdette in Pradelles 

The gateway was named after a local 
woman who demonstrated her great 

bravery in 1588 during an episode of 
the Religious Wars. She hurled a stone 

at the Huguenot captain from the 
top of the gate, thereby bringing the 

attack to an end.  

The exotic side  
of chilhac

Rhinoceroses and sabre-toothed 
tigers in Haute-Loire? It is hard to 
imagine today. And yet this is what 
the palaeontological excavations on 
the outskirts of Chilhac have revealed. 
This wildlife existed in the warm and 
humid climate around the basalt 
columns. In other words, the savannah! 
Discover these fascinating fossils in 
the Musée de la Paléontologie in 
the village. Amongst the remains of 
mammoths also found not far from 
the village, you can even try your hand 
at the art of excavation.

when the priest 
in saint-Pal-de-
chalencon...

performed no wedding ceremonies 
between Advent and Shrove Tuesday, 
the young people of Saint Palous, 
armed with utensils borrowed from 
the baker, would go to the presbytery 
and threatened to bake the priest in 
the oven!  
This ritual was primarily an opportunity 
to enjoy a feast with the parish priest!

Le monastier-sur-Gazeille 
and stevenson

This village's destiny is inextricably linked to the 
Scottish writer Robert Louis Stevenson when 
he stayed here at the end of the 19th century. 

The famous author of "Treasure Island" and 
"Doctor Jekyll and Mister Hyde", who had not 

found fame, was hoping to gain success with his 
book "Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes". 

He wanted to learn more about the Camisards 
Protestants of the Cévennes and most likely to 
get over a broken heart with the woman who, 
years later, would become his wife. This quest 
for understanding the Camisards led to a solo 
journey through the Cévennes with his faithful 

donkey Modestine, whose memory is kept alive 
today by the thousands of hikers who follow the 

Stevenson GR®70 to Saint-Jean-du-Gard.

Recommended 
addresses
> Le 1150 (Vieille-Brioude): 
gîtes, guest suites and 
restaurant nestled in a 
former church steeped in 
history. With a 1960s feel 
and a menu using fresh 
local ingredients. 
le1150.com

> The Vespa museum 
(Auzon): A collection of 
Italian scooters lovingly 
restored by Goos, a Dutch 
collector who always has a 
little anecdote to share...
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f e A T u R e
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THE
TAsTE 
oF  
nATurE
How about taking some time out to reconnect with nature? 
Reawakening forgotten senses, hearing and seeing a bird 
swooping and soaring over a river, gazing at the landscape 
as a deer passes by, inhaling the scent of wild flowers, tasting 
freshly foraged herbs and touching the bark of an ancient tree. 
Mother Nature is truly generous in the Haute-Loire, allowing 
us to return to the simple things in life!
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The bellow  
of the deer
immersed in 
the wilderness

f e A T u R e

As the children come out of school, 
we head for the small village of 
Alleyras, equipped with a picnic 
of local produce in the boot. The 
road, lined with trees is reddish-
ochre tones, is stunning. Once in 
the village, we take a small path 
to reach our viewing point. Some 
people are already on the lookout, 
with binoculars in hand. As dusk 
begins to fall, we notice a group 
of deer in a clearing. We are all 
amazed by their grace and agility. 
We sense how fragile this moment 
is. One false sound is enough to 
make them flee.

Night falls, our eyes get used to the 
dark and our hearing sharpens. 
We wait for this majestic forest 
creature to appear on the scene. 
Suddenly, a hoarse cry interrupts 
the silence of the night. There are 
more cries which appear to come 
closer. I feel my daughter's little 

hand squeeze mine. And I too 
feel my heart racing. It appears to 
be getting closer. No matter how 
hard we look, we can only hear the 
animal's moaning still coming from 
somewhere in the forest. Perhaps it 
has sensed our presence and is on 
guard? 

It's almost dark, we're not going to 
see it tonight. We are still thrilled 
with the experience, and quietly, 
we head home. We open the car 
windows, still listening out! The 
Gorges de l'Allier were definitely 
resonating with the sound of 
bellowing this evening! 

We'll certainly be coming back... 
Besides, there are many ways to 
view deer and hear their call.

Powerful, resonant, hoarse, the stag's bellow 
heralds the beginning of autumn and signals the 
deer mating season. Each year, it is customary for 
families to go to the Gorges de l'Allier to listen to 
the bellowing. 
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> The Arlet Observatory, which 
overlooks the Cronce Valley, is an 
ideal spot. Entry is free and you can 
observe the deer amid the forest with 
binoculars.

> In small groups, you can book a 
guide who has taken care beforehand 
to track the movements of the deer 
and therefore takes you to places 
where you are more likely to see them. 
Make sure you dress in warm clothing. 
Your expert guide will tell you all about 
how the deer lives and its habitat. 
guidenaturerandonnee.com

> For budding nature enthusiasts, 
Rémi teaches you how to spot the 
tracks of deer and other woodland 
mammals. Skulls, feeding remains, and 
paw prints are all easy for him to find. 
Maison des Oiseaux de la Nature et du 
Haut-Allier in Lavoûte-Chilhac

> The deer call, as well as eagles, hen 
harriers, and marmots. This is a vast 
world of wildlife that scientists and 
enthusiasts can help us to appreciate 
on these excursions organised by  
Le Petit Guide Malicieux des Sorties 
Nature de Haute-Loire, (outdoor 
excursions in the Haute-Loire).

Autumn colours in the forests of the Gorges de l'Allier
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foraging 
to the table

This article is filled with the 
aromas of the scents of Haute-

Loire, including Scots Pine, 
hay and other woodland 

undergrowth fragrances. A wild 
flora that expert alchemists 

have mastered the art of 
transforming to bring all these 
natural elements to your taste 

buds, extracting all their 
virtues.

From 

f e A T u R e
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Portraits of foragers

From the vantage point of her farm "La Reine des Prés", 
Marie-France tells us why she chose to come to Boussoulet. 
"I mainly forage. We are extremely lucky to have such an 
unspoilt natural environment in Haute-Loire, essentially 
pastures, with very little cultivation and many pollinators, 
which ensures an extremely rich and high-quality source 
of flora. I forage within 50 km from my farm from March 
to November. When I forage, I am entirely connected to 
the tree or plant. There is a great floral diversity, including 
meadowsweet, fireweed, wild thyme, pansies, brambles, 
hawthorns, rose hip, elderberries, nettles, beeches, ash, Scots 
Pine, blueberries, and raspberries. Using all these essences, I 
am able to produce up to 37 different herbal teas.

> Our favourite: La Tisane des Amazones is a tasty blend 
of raspberry and yarrow, "a very feminine tea to awake the 
warrior in you".
Boutique La Ferme de la Reine des Prés, Boussoulet

Luc, previously based in the Drôme, chose the protected 
Haute-Loire countryside to launch his business in Vorey-sur-
Arzon, based on foraging for wild ingredients, transforming 
them into jams, syrups and nectars. "For my venture La 
Voreysienne, I needed to be at one with nature. I forage 
for small berries, raspberries, blackberries, blueberries and 
elderberries. For my herbal teas, I pick wild thyme, brambles 
and nettles… I consider myself to be a farmer in the sense 
that I take care of the countryside. I prune brambles, even 
wild ones, and in this way, I nurture my environment".

>Our favourite: "Nectar de cynorhodon" 
 "I like to take my time and prepare my products from the 
heart. I cook each one of them three times to preserve all 
the flavour of the fruit.
La Voreysienne, on sale in organic stores, Biocoop, and 
Mag’Arzon

Natural ingredients served at 
Philippe and Clément Brun’s 
hotel-restaurant le Haut-Allier

"edible wild herbs" culinary 
workshop, after foraging around 

Clavas Abbey in Riotord with 
Anne-Marie
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botany buffs

So where is Charlie? At the edge of the undergrowth, alongside the paths, 
and studying flowers that are sometimes forgotten or unknown. When he 
introduces you to wild plants, you can take time to study and identify the 
species with him, as well as learn about this vibrant world.
Charlie is talented in adding a touch of romance to the foraging experience. 
His salad with young shoots of purslane, dandelion, wild spinach and 
navelwort is simply divine!

And for the giant version of herbs, you should visit the Mazet-Saint-Voy 
Botanical Gardens, where over 400 plants can be found in a 2-hectare area of 
mountainous terrain.

> Charlie Braesch, le Goût du Sauvage: "edible and 
medicinal plants" excursions, workshops on "foraging and 

cuisine", "inks and dyes"...

Scots Pine

Transforming and 
distilling 

A wealth of wild flora, some of 
which are sought out to extract 
their often essential, and often 
healing properties.

The Helpac distillery in St-Hilaire 
takes advantage of the wealth of 
preserved flora in the Livradois-
Forez Natural Park to select 
buds and young shoots to create 
its gemmotherapy macerates. 
"Buds are meticulously selected 
by hand and our foragers take 
all the necessary steps to avoid 
damaging the plant". Our 
local budding stars include 
blackcurrants, hawthorn, rose hip, 
hazelnuts, scots pine, and silver fir.

> Tours of the distillery and 
cosmetic, gemmotherapy 
and aromatherapy discovery 
workshops.

When Ulrich Rampp arrived from 
Bavaria by bike and discovered a 
small wild valley nestled between 
volcanic domes near Saint-Pierre-
Eynac, he decided to set up the 
Biofloral laboratory to produce 
"Bach Flower Remedies" which 
aim to harmonise our emotions. 
And out of the 38 Bach flowers, 
there are no less than 35 flowers 
which grow in this valley. 
Enough to stay completely zen!

f e A T u R e
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because every day's a 
"hay" day

Hay is a star on the Mézenc plateaus. 
The spignel which perfumes the hay 
meadows gives a typical aniseed 
flavour which cattle love when the 
hay is dry. Some people have had 
the bright idea to include it in their 
recipes.

From their workshop in Fay-sur-Lignon, 
Brigitte and Jean-François, at Domaine 
des Marmottes, have reinterpreted 
a recipe for a hay liqueur, which was 
handed down from their ancestors.

Hay ice cream is our editorial team's 
absolute fave. Once tasted, you'll 
be hooked! A surprisingly delicate 
flavour, which is subtle and fresh on 
the palate, and beautifully blended 
by Cyrille Bernard, from Douceurs du 
Lignon, an artisan ice-cream maker in 
Chambon-sur-Lignon.

For your breakfast toast, we have 
discovered a hay butter from Tence 
which has been awarded the "Fermier 
d'Or" medal. Made from the cream 
of Jersey cow's milk, this butter has 
the special feature of producing 
fat molecules that are more easily 
digested, and once churned, an ability 
to absorb the odours and taste of hay. 
This butter with its floral aromas is 
ideal on toast with salmon or served 
with grilled meats.  
And it's Vach’Mont-bio, meaning 
entirely organic!

> On sale at the Tence, Le Chambon-
sur-Lignon, Yssingeaux and Dunières 
markets and available on line.

nature at its 
tastiest

At the hotel-restaurant 
Le Haut-Allier, in Pont 
d'Alleyras, the award-

winning chef Philippe 
Brun has been foraging 
for his dish ingredients 

for the last 25 years (see 
photo). This expertise has 

been handed down to 
his son, Clément. Foragers 

who, throughout the 
year, take advantage of 

the substantial resources 
that Mother Nature 

provides. Such as? Sweet 
woodruff, nicknamed 

the vanilla of the Middle 
Ages. Once dried, it gives 

off an incredible aroma 
of mountain hay, honey 

and island spices that this 
family of enthusiasts loves 

to incorporate into both 
sweet and savoury dishes.
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Explorers 
The Great NorthAn absolute 

must for those 
who love the 

plateau's varied 
landscapes, its 

Nordic ambience 
and spirit of the 

land…

Olivier

It's like a calling. White and blue merge, 
with open views and fir trees which seem 
to be coated in a glazed meringue...Every 
year, we need our fix of the Mézenc-Meygal 
Massif. You can enjoy cross-country skiing 
or snowshoe excursions, of course, but there 
are so many other things to discover... So, 
here are some of our favourites to ensure 
you find the best the Great North has to 
offer!
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nocturnal nature watch

It's amazing how different nature looks at night. We 
discreetly follow our guide. Sharing the forest with these 
nocturnal creatures is a real honour. Then comes the long-
awaited moment! We prepare the fire and take out fresh 
local delicacies... The flames glow, illuminating the smiles 
of those who are sharing this adventure with us.

build your 
own igloo

Some of us cut the blocks 
of snow with a saw, others 
assemble them. It's a great 
team effort. But how will 
it stay up? Fortunately, we 
have Inuit expertise on 
hand thanks to the advice 
from our guide.

Nocturnal nature watch 
and building an igloo: 
guidenaturerandonnee.com

driving a dog sled

He is tall, strong and has a smile 
as gentle as his team of 50 Nordic 

dogs! Meet Enguerran, the musher 
of the Saint-Front forests. With his 

guidance, you can take care of the 
dogs, ride in a sled and even learn 

how to drive it. And to really get 
away from it all, why not take off for 

a few days on your own?

marzoenature.com

crossing over 
the mountains

From the Massif du Meygal 
to the Ardèche Mountains, 
covering 160 km for the 
most adventurous to explore 
on cross-country skis or 
snowshoes. The route along 
the water crest is simply 
breathtaking.

traversee-ma.fr, introduction 
available with esf43.com
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< 
410 m
This is the length of the 
zipline that crosses over the 
Champagnac-le-Vieux Lake. 
It's the longest in the Haute-
Loire! And if you're after more 
than simply a trip over the lake, 
you can take a 300 m return 
zip line and choose from seven 
treetop routes which overlook 
the lake.

When you think of mountain biking, canoeing 
or swimming, Auzon, Champagnac-le-Vieux 
or Lempdes-sur-Allagnon don't necessarily 

spring to mind. And yet, on the borders of the 
Parc Livradois Forez and at the Allier/Alagnon 
confluence, this unassuming area has everything 

you could wish for in an "exclusive" outdoor 
sports area. A brief overview in numbers for 

anyone in doubt…

12 m³/s
This is the rate that 

the Alagnon river flows 
through Lempdes. 

Enough for plenty of 
fun in a canoe or some 

fishing!

Auzon 
the nature resort

with everything you 
could wish for
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257 km
The total distance of the 

12 mountain bike circuits 
combined. You can even rent 

electric bikes at the starting point in 
Lempdes-sur-Allagnon.

170
This is the number of pitches on the two waterfront 

campsites***. In addition, there are cabins, trapper tents, chalets, 
gîtes, and guest houses... You are spoilt for choice when it 
comes to finding your own little piece of paradise after an 

exciting day out.

campingenauvergne.com 
champagnac.com

16
Hiking trails which wind 

their way alongside the Allier 
and the hillsides of Livradois. 
An opportunity to discover 

something special like St-Vert, 
where the magnificent stones, 
nestled in the shadow of the 

forest hillsides, bear witness to 
its past as a Casadean priory. 

All the walking routes are free to 
the public, and can be found on 
the website and the "Rando en 

Haute-Loire" app.

< 
3.5 ha
This is the surface area of the magnificent 
Champagnac-le-Vieux Lake. The clarity of its 
waters is exceptional. It has been awarded the 
"Blue Flag" label, which acknowledges exemplary 
water quality and environmental management. 
Large green areas, a playground and supervised 
swimming in summer.

32 path 
markers

These are along the three 
orienteering routes in Vézézoux, 

including a family route that is 
more like a treasure hunt, to a 

traditional route where you work 
your way across the landscape.

2,145 m
Of gradient on the 5 circuit trails starting from 

Auzon. Among them, one route for intensive training 
and another for running at night. 

20 routes
The number of options at Rocher 

de l'Alagnon in Lempdes. 
18 metres above the river. 

Surrounded by navelwort which 
grows on the walls, there is 

something for all levels to enjoy. 
The most challenging route (6B) 
already sends out chills with its 

nickname, "La Grande Boucherie" 
(meaning "the Great Slaughter")! 
Luckily Yannick Sport is here to 

guide us… 

The village of Auzon, built on a rocky headland, has been 
awarded the "Small Town of Character" label. 
In the midst of its cobbled streets and quaint buildings, 
time appears to stand still… But below the village, Auzon 
offers an exciting mix of hiking, mountain biking and trail 
running to really appreciate the surrounding landscape!
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Mysterious  
walks 

The Haute-Loire is filled with myths and 
legends. To experience them in more 
depth, we offer a selection of walking 

trails that take you on a unique journey 
to explore this magnificent landscape…

5
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The buried Treasure  
of chateau du mézenc 

On the Mézenc plateaus where the infamous 
Burle wind sometimes prevails, it is said that 
a treasure is hidden under one of the three 
devil's teeth. It is thought to be the gold of 
the Kings of Velay… Journalist Jean-Paul 
Bourre, and Indiana Jones of the 1980s, assure 
us that it comes in the form of a vast gold 
table which is, in fact, the Holy Grail... It is also 
said that on the night of the winter solstice, 
the stone blocking the entrance to the crypt 
would open by itself. But beware, a huge 
toad-like monster may devour those who try 
to come near. He would only let through a 
woman who would one day agree to hand 
over her child to the devil. Others say that 
the glitter of the cave's riches would be so 
dazzling that no one would be restrained 
enough to not take too much, therefore, never 
getting out in time…

How did the treasure get here? 
The ancient legend tells us that it was 
brought back by Vellavii from the sanctuary 
of Delphi in Greece, then entrusted to the 
druids of Mézenc. They are said to have 
stored it in the underground passage of their 
castle. But when Caesar's troops had already 
reached the Gorges de la Loire towards the 
Camp in Autoune, the druids hurried to seal 
off the entrance of the Chastelas rock. When 
they went to the hamlet of Tombarel to do 
the same, it was too late. The Romans had 
already set fire to the surrounding villages. In 
despair, they looked to the sky. It was at that 
point, the fairies (certainly druid fairies) told 
them that the entrance had been blocked 
when the fort collapsed.

The places mentioned in the legend 
really do exist. What's more, archaeological 
excavations have revealed the remains of 
a castle. Whether or not an underground 
passageway exists is still to be seen... Is it a 
myth or reality? Many have tried and failed, 
including Nazi officers during the Second 
World War. This large-scale treasure hunt is 
therefore still up for the taking. For the first 
stage, armed with a map, Béatrice from 
Echappée Belle offers to take you to the 
"Dents du Diable" (The Devil's Teeth).

The mountain of the 3 suns

Located on the Haute-Loire and Ardèche border, the 
Grand Felletin stands at an altitude of 1,387 metres. It 
offers a breathtaking view of Monts du Pilat, the Parc de 
la Vanoise and the Écrins Massif.

Legend has it that at the dawn of the winter and 
summer solstices, three separate suns rise to reign 
over the Alps before merging at the Zenith. This 
phenomenon has since been explained by scientists. It is, 
in fact, the effect of the sun's refraction on the glaciers 
of Mont Blanc. Even today, at the solstices, there is an 
intense atmosphere at the Felletin orientation table as 
the sun rises. As the first rays of light appear, all you can 
hear is the sound of cameras clicking. All eyes, watery 
from having got up so early, are hoping to see this 
unique spectacle. This is a magical moment in itself, as 
the already stunning view is amplified by the morning 
sunlight.

PR 093: 20.9 km starting from Saint-Julien-Molhesabate. 
For the 3 Suns expedition, you should choose a closer 
departure point (such as the Col de la Charousse) to 
ensure that you arrive before sunrise, which in summer 
is expected at 5.49 am! Another option Spend the night 
there…

01

02
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The Pont du diable 
(devil's bridge)  

in chalencon 

Beneath the beautiful village of 
Chalencon with its pale stones, is the 

famous "Pont du Diable" which spans 
the deep valley of the Ance. Legend 

has it that the relentless flooding 
made it impossible to construct the 

long-awaited bridge. Amused by this 
situation, the Devil offered his help on 

condition that the first soul to cross 
the bridge would belong to him. 

Exhausted by his constant failures, the 
lord accepted. Once the bridge was 

built, all the inhabitants in the district 
gathered together to admire the lord's 
self-sacrifice as he slowly made his way 

to the bridge under the smiling gaze 
of the Devil. It was then that his dog 

passed in front of him. Furious, Satan 
was forced to take the animal and as 

he disappeared toppled a large stone 
off the parapet. Each time they tried to 

replace this stone, it was found in the 
river the following day. It is said that 

the imprint of the Devil's enraged face 
can still be seen…

PR666 (the number of the Devil!): 
5.5 km starting from Saint-André-de-

Chalencon

The druid rock of crouzilhac

In the forest of Crouzilhac, north of Tence, a Celtic wind still blows. At the edge of 
the wood, an imposing rock affirms this ancient presence. At its highest point, it is 
marked with cupules, circular notches that would have been used for sacrifices by 
the druids. These people were the custodians of traditions and provided wisdom 
for the Gauls, as educators, judges and priests all rolled into one. This rock is not 
alone. Surrounding it there are rocks which appear to have been laid out, and 
other that have been hollowed out as basins…

Legend has it that a little man had the impertinence to shift one of the 
boundaries of the Crouzilhac forest by moving one of these markers. He was then 
condemned to wander around with the heavy stone on his back, without ever 
being allowed to put it down. One day, the lord of Mazel freed him by allowing 
him to place it near to the stream of Mazeaux. The ghost of this troublemaker 
reportedly still haunts this place.

PR 40: 12.8 km starting from the golf putting green in Tence

03

04
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•  m y s t e r i o u s  w a l k s  •

05

The beast of Gévaudan

It was here, through heather moors 
covered with blueberries and granite 
peaks embracing the Margeride, that 
the terror of the Beast can still be felt. 
From 1764 to 1767, this indescribable 
creature took the lives of about a 
hundred victims, mainly women and 
children. The massacre came from an 
animal much more ferocious than an 
ordinary wolf. Rumours of a werewolf 

began to circulate… Those who have 
managed to escape describe his 
amazing speed, his devilish gaze and 
his intelligence worthy of a "cunning, 
bold and skilful gladiator". Very quickly, 
the Beast became a state affair. Louis 
XV offered bounties that attracted 
a host of hunters to Gévaudan who 
dreamt of making their fortune. 
Faced with repeated failures, he 
dispatched his troops and even his 
own bodyguard.  
Nothing changed and the attacks 
continued. The hysteria ran throughout 
the land. On 19 June 1767, Jean Chastel, 
a local farmer, was reported to have 
shot a huge animal. Allegedly, it had 

"a hideous head and a red, white and 
grey coat" unlike any ever seen on a 
wolf before.  
From that point on, the killings 
stopped.

To this day, the identity of the 
Beast is still unknown. Popular 
legend believes it to be a werewolf, 
undoubtedly because the fatal blow 
was delivered with a silver bullet. 
Scientists speculate that it could have 
been a non-endemic creature that 
had wandered off, such as a hyena 
or even an escaped lion that the 
inhabitants of rural France would not 
have recognised. Some imagine it to 
have simply been a group of large 
wolves, while other theorists believe it 
to be a serial killer accompanied by an 
animal…

To immerse yourself in the atmosphere 
of Gévaudan and its history:

> 4 walking trails starting from the 
Auberge du Domaine du Sauvage 
(Chanaleilles)

> The Auvers sculpture, erected 
in homage to the courage of its 
inhabitants

> Le Musée de la Bête in Saugues 
(photo): A narrative tour that is sure 
to give you the shivers, and not 
recommended for young ears…

> La Maison de la Bête in Auvers: 
Temporary exhibitions
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Jump on
a bike

mountain bike fanatics

The Haute-Loire boasts 10 mountain 
biking areas (recognised by the French 

Cycling Federation). A record that 
prompted the creation of the Grande 

Traversée de Haute-Loire (GTHL). With 
no less than 620 kilometres, it joins the 

ranks of 14 major routes in the world, 
ideal for escaping and exploring unspoilt 
natural landscapes. The 13,000 m ascent 

between the Gorges de l'Allier and Gorges 
de la Loire, with the volcanoes of Mézenc-

Meygal (photo) and forested plateaus 
competing for beauty. 10 to 15 sport stages 

where you can sample local specialities 
and meet some great people in places 
specialising in hosting mountain bikers. 

But be warned, just because you start out 
on an electric-assisted mountain bike 

it won't necessarily be easy… And if you 
still want more, head off on the nearby 

Grande Traversée du Massif Central 
(GTMC): 1,400 km linking the Morvan to 

the Mediterranean via Margeride.

Which is the best part of the 
Grande Traversée de la Haute 
Loire route? All of it. There's 

nothing you can leave out. This 
route is very well marked out for 
mountain biking. You really feel 
that the trail has been designed 
to ensure you see everything. It 

is nevertheless very challenging, 
undoubtedly the most difficult 

crossing I have ever done. But it 
is amazing!

Eric
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a trekking adventure

Travelling by bike is all about following little routes. Explore, 
take your time, appreciate, and enjoy everything that the 
route has to offer. The Via Allier (V70) is a new addition 
to the world of cycling. From Nevers (where the Allier 
flows into the Loire) to Langogne in Lozère, the 435 km of 
this shared-lane cycle route has been laid out as close as 
possible to the Allier River, as if it were designed to follow 
the salmon returning from the Atlantic. In Haute-Loire, it 
follows the villages and chateaus perched above the river 
and reaches the depths of unspoilt gorges…

And for other picture-postcard adventures, you can rely on 
the expert guides from L'Autre Chemin (Le Puy-en-Velay).

lautre-chemin.com

As if you 
have wings, 
you cover the 
countryside 
in complete 
freedom, 
entirely at 
one with your 
surroundings. 
Whether on 
the road or 
following a 
track, for 
cycling junkies 
or a ride just 
for fun, there 
are routes to 
suit all levels 
as there is no 
lack of choice 
throughout the 
Haute-Loire!
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on your marks

The latest leisure attraction in Les Estables: A downhill mountain bike track 
for beginners. Equipped with a powerful bike, you go up the slope in a ski lift 
and you ride down the slope using technical modules and a boardercross. 
You have to control your balance on steep turns, adjust your speed for the 
jumps and go at full whack through the fields… And to help you progress and 
ensure you stay safe, what better way than under the watchful eye instructor 
Olivier at l'Ecole de VTT!

head for the hills

With your water bottle 
securely fastened and your 
jersey well-adjusted to 
optimise your streamlined 
performance, you will 
be ready to clock up the 
kilometres to cover the 
22 routes through the 
Haute-Loire. Among them 
are 6 circuits of varying levels 
that have been designed 
by the champion Romain 
Bardet, running around his 
hometown and favourite 
club, Brioude. And to enjoy 
the atmosphere of the Tour 
de France, which regularly 
passes through the Haute-
Loire, you can tackle the 
famous Col de Peyra Taillade, 
which dominates the Gorges 
de l'Allier with an impressive 
average gradient of 7.4% over 
8.3 km and passages of 14%. 

Plus, why not try the Mur 
d'Aurec-sur-Loire? Some 
stretches at a 19% gradient 
and an average of 11% over 
3.2 km. 
This is enough to make even 
the best climbers break out 
in a cold sweat.

The immensity of the Mézenc plateaus on circuit 15, one of 
the 22 routes in the Haute-Loire, 107 km, 2,454 m of D+.
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•  j u m p  o n  a  b i k e  •

alternatives

Vélorails, all-terrain electric 
or non-electric scooters: The 
Haute-Loire offers a range of 
fun vehicles to try out. Some 
might not be bikes but it 
doesn't matter! They may have 
wheels or pedals.  
The latest?  
The cyclodebout: A cross 
between a segway and a 
scooter. This innovation won 
a gold medal at the Lépine 
Awards. And, guess what?  
The prototype was created in 
Haute-Loire and designed in 
Queyrières. You couldn't make 
it up!

Rentals at Le Neyrial 
(Yssingeaux) and La Gare 
Patinoire et Loisirs on the 
Transcévenole (Lantriac) 
leneyrial.com 
lagare-patinoire.com

family friendly

Sometimes it's not the gradient that 
counts but the special moments shared. 
And there's no stress to spoil the party as 

the greenways are entirely safe. Like a 
chain of life, the panoramic views create 
a sensation of flying over volcanoes. You 

will cross over viaducts and dip down into 
tunnels. The pace of life is gentle, as is the 
terrain. And this is quite normal, as these 

greenways follow old railway lines.  
On the Via Fluvia, in Raucoules, you can 

even climb aboard the Velay Express 
with your bike. This vintage train, which 

has been entirely renovated by a team of 
volunteers, lulls you into an atmosphere of 
yesteryear, with the plateau du Valay and 
the Gorges du Lignon in the background. 
We're not sure that these landscapes have 

changed much since 1900!

> viafluvia.fr (62 km from Lavoûte-sur-Loire 
to Riotord)

> The Velay Greenway (26 km from Brives-
Charensac to Brignon)
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Cycling  
& cheese

Just because 
you like cycling, 

doesn't mean 
you can't indulge 

yourself. In 
fact, quite the 
contrary! We 
recommend 2 

routes packed 
with stops 

along the way 
for cheese, to 

combine the 
enjoyment of 

giving your legs 
a good workout 

with the delicious 
flavours of the 

Haute-Loire 
region...
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in the land  
of saint-agur

Along the mountain bike trails of 
the Grande Traversée de la Haute-
Loire, which lead to the heights 
of the Mézenc and the Gorges 
de la Loire, you can discover 
a number of "cheesy" venues. 
Like the famous Saint-Agur in 
Beauzac and other mountain 
dairy products such as Gérentes 
in Araules. At this traditional dairy, 
you can find out more about this 
passion for milk that has been 
passed down through a number 
of farming generations. And if you 
go there in the morning, you can 
even visit the production area.

> The East section of the Grande 
Traversée de la Haute-Loire (from 
Beauzac): 295 km,  
5,084 m of ascent,  
5 to 6 days

The Treasures  
of the Gorges de l’allier

We set off on one of the routes of the mythical 
cyclosportive "La Pierre Chany", named after 
the famous sports journalist who was born 
in Langeac. Following the steep relief of 
the Gorges de l'Allier, you can stop off at 
restaurants along the way, serving delicious 
cheese boards. Stroll through the markets 
where local producers unpack their dairy 
delicacies. Visit farms to learn more about 
the way the producers work. At Ferme 
de Brancouny (in Saugues), Hélène and 
Jean-Pierre greet us. We meet their cattle, 
observe the milking, and fill our backpacks 
with mountain tomme, dessert cream and 
"Grassouillet", a full-fat cheese that weighs 
over 4 kg! These organic dairy experts may not 
tell you this, but their tomme aux artisous 
has won several agricultural awards!

> Circuit 12, 105 km, 1,997 m ascent

artisou, on its way to Pdo status!

Following the Lentille Verte du Puy and the Fin Gras du 
Mézenc, the Artisou de Haute-Loire is working hard to join 
the "exclusive" list of PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) 
products. Research into its living heritage to prove its historical 
existence and drawing up a set of specifications to affirm 
its authenticity. The producers have a fervent desire to gain 
recognition for this highly prized blue cheese made from 
unpasteurised cow's milk, which is characterised by its cheese 
mites ("artisous" in Vellave dialect). These little beasts love this 
unpasteurised cheese so much so that they spend their lives 
munching on it. The tunnels they dig enable the cheese to 
mature, thereby acquiring all its distinctive character - an 
unmistakable flavour and aroma of mushroom and hazelnuts. 
This cheese can be found on the markets and in the finest 
restaurants of Haute-Loire.

View over Chilhac and cattle grazing

A little 
break 
to enjoy 
some 
ewe's 
cheese 
snacks 
on the 
banks 
of the 
Allier

The Haute-Loire 
guild is proud to 
present its Artisous 
cheese in the vibrant 
markets throughout 
the region.
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The Queen of Pulses

Where and how does a lentil plant grow? 

The green lentil plant sees the light of day in the bright sunshine of the Velay high 
plateaus. But make no mistake, it is not new to the region. It has been here for 
over 2000 years, following its introduction by the Romans, as its generic name, 

"Lens esculenta puyensis", attests.

The green Puy lentil requires a well-drained, deep and fine soil. Sowing takes 
place from March to April and harvesting from August to mid-September. At 

full maturity, the lentil plant reaches a height of 20 to 30 cm. Its fruits are pods, 
usually containing two grains. The characteristic colour of the green Puy lentil is 

pale green with a bluish mottling.

The Puy  
Green Lentil 
All the questions 
you never dared to 
ask about the the 
Green Puy Lentil are 
answered here.
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Its benefits?

It would seem that this 
'lentil caviar', as it is known, 
delights the taste buds as 
well as being good for us. 
Rich in iron, competing 
with Popeye and his 
famous spinach, it is also 
generous in vitamin B, 
magnesium, antioxidants 
and low in fat. It tops the 
list of the most protein-
rich pulses: 10 g per 100 g 
of lentils. We wouldn't 
want to be without it!
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so what shall we 
cook? sausages 

and lentils?

This is one of our local 
speciality! Nevertheless, 
you can prepare it in a 

variety of different ways, in 
salads, soup, pancakes, with 
smoked trout or other types 

of pulses…

The chefs of Haute-Loire are 
keen to showcase this local 

ingredient in their dishes. 
Some even use it to produce 

some amazing desserts!  
(see photo).

So, to impress your guests 
at your next Sunday brunch, 

how about a hummus 
prepared with green Puy 

lentils?

What is there to be so proud of?

The green Puy lentil is proud to have held a PDO 
(Protected Designation of Origin) since 2008. It is grown 
in the Velay region at an altitude of between 600 and 
1,200 metres, in 87 communes of the department, on 
predominantly volcanic soil. In this area there is a specific 
climate referred to as the Foehn effect, which dries out 
the lentil before it is fully matured, which provides its 
distinctive features: A thin skin with a non-starchy kernel.

The green Puy lentil is synonymous with quality! Some 
use this product to their advantage, such as restaurateur 
Aurélien Vidal, who recently came 3rd in the world pâté 
croûte championship with his recipe using green Puy 
lentils.

Appreciated by the Chefs of the Elysée Palace, it has even 
been adopted by our British friends, appearing on the 
menu of Prince George's prestigious school as it is also 
said to stimulate concentration and memory.

Chef Aurélien Vidal, Toques 
d'Auvergne, Restaurant 
Vidal in  
Saint-Julien-Chapteuil
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should the water  
be salted?  
How long is the 
cooking time? 

The time has come to 
reveal our Chefs' top tips 
for preparing lentils:

• There is no need to cook 
with salt and it should only 
be added at the end of the 
cooking time.

• Place the green Puy 
lentils in cold water 
measuring three times their 
volume with 1 bouquet 
garni, an onion studded 
with a clove, garlic, 2 to 
3 carrots and a slice of 
smoked bacon.

• Bring to the boil and 
leave to simmer for 12 to 15 
minutes

• Add salt and butter at the 
end of cooking with stock.

• Now tuck in!

•  t h e  l e n t i l l e  v e r t e  d u  p u y - e n - v e l a y  •

Where to buy 
More than 650 producers are proud 

to grow this outstanding produce. 
Wonderful collectors' boxes conserve 

this natural green treasure which can 
be purchased in stores. Green Puy 

lentils can also be found on markets 
and bought directly from producers 
offering an opportunity to meet the 
people who are so passionate about 

their produce.

Boutique Sabarot, Le Puy-en-Velay

« Pis d’Anicia », direct sales on the farm, 
Saint-Martin-de-Fugères

La ferme du Blot, direct sales on the 
farm, Cerzat 
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around twenty skilled craftswomen

Our first stop is in Tence, where Maëva Abrial is based. This 
young shoe designer has revived her grandfather's former 
sawmill, setting up her machines and bringing her talent. 

She imagines and designs her creations by reclaiming classic 
models, ranging from derbies to sneakers. Sleek forms, 

producing sturdy, comfortable and customisable footwear. 
Made from premium materials, she uses an array of traditional 

yet highly-efficient machines!

As you walk down the narrow streets 
at the foot of Le Chambon-sur-Lignon, 
you will come across Atelier Vivaterre, 

decorated with flowers and pottery. 
The workshop is flooded with sunlight, 

which falls on the modest ceramist 
Marie-Laure Demutrecy. This woman 
from Normandy discovered the Haut-

Lignon whilst on holiday and has been 
drawn back to it ever since. Eventually, 

she decided to pack up her potter's 
wheel and kiln and move to the area. 
Inspired by nature, she creates prints 

by hand from materials she gleans 
from here and there such as pine 

cones, bark and flowers. 

r E P o r T 

Why is the 
Haut-Lignon a 
region of skilled 
craftswomen?
For some years now, a fresh wave of creativity has been 
sweeping through the Haut-Lignon. A number of artists have 
chosen to come (or return) to the region to display their talents.  
And in particular women. So we decided to meet up with some 
of them... 
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A short distance away, we meet up with Romy 
Deygas in her studio-boutique. After an artistic 
career which took her as far as Bratislava and 
included experience in the jewellery industry, 
her desire to design the pieces that come out of 
her imagination became a real need. She couldn't 
imagine settling anywhere other than Tence 
where she grew up. She refurbished her great-
aunt's shop, formerly a hair salon that also sold 
fishing tackle (yes, we can assure you that's true!). 
Romy makes everything possible. You won't be 
able to resist her wonderful creations on display 
in the boutique (in traditional designs as well as 
some produced using 3D technology). She offers 
bespoke pieces of jewellery as well as enhancing 
existing ones. So, the gold necklace you may have 
inherited from your granny can be given a new 
lease of life transforming it into a refined design. 

> romydeygas-joaillerie.fr

introductory 
workshops to learn 
their skills

When you arrive at Elisabeth 
Cuffel's place, you will notice little 
colourful touches everywhere! 
This stained-glass artist, a 
master in the art of working with 
transparency, loves to share her 
passion. We attended a workshop 
at her house in Tence. Both 
children and adults create stained 
glass panels or pendants with 
pieces of polished glass which are 
then fused together. This is a game 
of combining colours that she 
opens up to children as young as 3 
years old.

night markets and 
designer boutiques

Among them is Boutique Souzani. 
This word means "needle" in 
Persian and is similar to the 
origins of Sadaf Maneval. This 
contemporary jewellery designer 
chose Le Chambon-sur-Lignon 
to bring together the talents of a 
large number of artists. The result is 
an array of precious little treasures 
that you will be mesmerised by for 
hours on end. 

exhibitions and art 
Galleries

We stop in front of the huge EAC 
Les Roches building. This is where 
Arlette and Marc Simon, ceramic 
artists, set up shop 20 years ago in 
Le Chambonsur-Lignon, "a little by 
chance" as they like to say. This is a 
unique artistic venue where their 
latest creations, raku workshops 
and a diverse contemporary 
art space is co-managed with 
their daughter Leïla Simon, an 
exhibition curator and art critic.
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Made in 43

AroD  
for training pros

The technical materials are knitted in 
Lantriac, the clothing is made in Saint-
Ferréol-d'Auroure, and the design is 
conceived in Saint-Didier-en-Velay. 
These microfibre garments are easy 
care and quick drying, and trail, bike, 
ski and hiking enthusiasts love them. 
So, when you decide to go jogging 
in the early hours of the morning, it's 
good to put on thermal underwear. 
And it's so soft and comfortable, that 
some people even wear it as part of 
their everyday wear, at work, at home 
and with the new organic cotton 
ready-to-wear range, you won't want to 
be without it!

arod.fr

LA VErTuEusE 
for the less well-behaved

In 2016, four friends launched La Vertueuse in 
Yssingeaux, an organic craft verbena liqueur 
that won a silver medal at the 2017 agricultural 
awards. Bolstered by this success and with a 
strong commitment to sustainable, locally-based 
production, they have now added syrups, herbal 
teas and beers to their range of liqueurs, even 
going as far as creating their own micro-brewery. 
In 2021, they launched a classic trio of blond, white 
and IPA beers and took this one step further by 
brewing an organic white beer with a citrus flavour. 
This is a real concentrate of pleasure for anyone 
who appreciates beer to consume in moderation.

Tours by reservation only, direct and on line sales  
saveursdessucs.com

MoZZArELLA MADE WITH BuFFALo MILK  
bringing an Italian touch

Always keen to take on new challenges, Thierry and Marie Lyse, who were 
already working in organic farming, decided in 2020 to move to breeding 
buffaloes. They went as far as Aveyron in search of them and fell under the 
spell of these great beasts with "skin like elephants and hair like boars". These 
impressive yet adorable buffalo grazing peacefully in the meadow along the 
Via Fluvia from Lapte would capture the fascination of passing cyclists who 
would stop and ask Thierry and Marie Lyse, "Do you make mozzarella?" In 
no time at all, Marie Lyse went to learn how to spin this Italian cheese and 
succeeded in devising her own recipe for buffalo milk mozzarella. This cheese 
is rich but easy to digest as it contains 'less lactose than cow's milk'. The range 
extends to yoghurt, curd and even panacotta. But keep it under your hat, as 
there might not be enough to go round.

On sale at La Ferme Gaec du Brin d’Auvergne in Lapte and in organic shops.

They are bold, innovative and entrepreneurial, offering 
you a concentrate of the Haute-Loire and plenty of gift 

ideas to take home with you in your suitcase. Handicrafts, 
gourmet delights and drinks to put you in a spin!
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CoQuE En BoIs 
for nature lovers 

"In January 2018, while we were hiking up Mont Mézenc, 
we came up with an idea. We wanted to use wood, a 

precious resource, to create a unique smartphone shell. 
This is how the adventure began for the three childhood 

friends Aymeric, Léo and Etienne. The design, assembly 
and finish are carried out in Yssingeaux. The main types 
of wood come from FSC-certified forests in France, and 
this environmentally-conscious team is full of ideas for 

engraving a customisable shell or accessorising your 
entire digital worker world. Whether Mont Mezenc or an 

image of your darling? It's hard to choose! 

coque-en-bois.fr

EAu DE GrEnouILLE 
for us froggies 

During a trip to Scotland, in between 
fishing trips, Eric would bring out his 
special liqueur made from pialousse, 
a wild sloe, and always a big hit with 
his mates. He then teamed up with his 
friend Manu to create Eau de Grenouille, 
a range of craft liqueurs made from local 
wild plants such as spignel, Breckland 
thyme as well as cultivated plants such 
as mint and verbena, nurtured by these 
"two froggies". Loving nature and walking 
in the woods in search of mushrooms, 
they created a cep liqueur with an "ex 
CEP tional" flavour. Today, they have a 
range of 16 liqueurs and have invited other 
well-known names into the production 
process, including pastry chef Bruno 
Montcoudiol for a cocoa liqueur and 
Joseph Trotta, the French champion 
of mixology, for their latest creation: a 
bergamot liqueur!

Available in Toques d'Auvergne 
restaurants, grocery shops and wine 
merchants. 
eaudegrenouille.fr

LEs JArDIns DE PAGEs 
for the traditional

For over 150 years, the verbena from Velay, 
with its 53° alcohol content, has graced tables 
at the end of any good Sunday lunch. But 
have you heard of the latest one? The Pagès 
company, which has been awarded the 
heritage label, decided to develop a new 
verbena liqueur with help from a group of 
Millenials aged 25 to 35 from Le Puy-en-Velay. 
The result is a 30° liqueur with a lovely green 
colour and sweet lemony notes, with verbena 
plants that, by 2023, will be grown entirely 
organically in the Pagès gardens.

Tours of the distillery by reservation only, and 
on sale at the Espace Pagès shop in Le Puy-
en-Velay 
vedrenne.fr/verveine

Excessive use of alcohol is harmful to health.
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Le Puy-en-velay  
lace revealed

In
te

r
v

ie
w

Spotting a woman bent over her bobbin lace loom in 
the vicinity of Notre-Dame Cathedral might conjure up 
a feeling of yesteryear about this traditional craft. But 
this is without counting on the creativity and innovation 
that enthusiasts are constantly seeking to bring to this 
living art form.

cinderella's slipper 
in Le Puy-en-velay 
style

The highly creative Adelaide set 
her team of designers a challenge: 
"What would a slipper designed for 
Cinderella be like from Le Puy-en-
Velay? Would it get stuck in the 
cobblestones in the heights of the 
town?" 
A shoe to make any fashionista 
swoon was born. The lace has been 
worked with Swarosvki crystals to 
reflect the green Puy lentil and 
features a cross-over buckle with a 
3D printed motif of gelled verbena!

An entire art form created with the 
Atelier Couleur Dentelle in Brioude, 
Les Raphaelles workshop in Le Puy-
en-Velay and the local council.

on the walls

Lace also features in street art on a 
wall in the village of Craponne-sur-
Arzon, known for its lace-making 
heritage. Perched on top of an 
engine and armed with spray paint, 
Polish artist Nes Poon has just 
created a fresco inspired by lace 
patterns.

Recommended tours
The Atelier Conservatoire National 

du Puy-en-Velay which produces 
contemporary pieces for the 

Elysée.

Musée des Manufactures de la 
Dentelle in Retournac

Hôtel de la Dentelle in Brioude

Centre d’Enseignement de la 
Dentelle (Lace information centre), 

in Le Puy-en-Velay
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inTroducinG
Adélaïde Albouy-Kissi, lecturer in applied 
computer science at the Université de 
Clermont (left), Julie Agrain, textile design 
graduate from ESAD in Orléans (centre) 
and Rolland Arnaud, director of Fontanille 
Scop (right).

Let's start by looking at the history. how do you 
characterise Le Puy-en-velay lace?
Julie: The Haute-Loire has three principal types 
of lace: "Torchon" and "Cluny" which can be 
found in Le Puy-en-Velay and then the lace from 
Craponne-sur-Arzon. Le Puy lace is characterised 
by its gothic stitching, with pointed motifs, 
rosettes and an absence of knots.

who were the lace-makers?  
how has this 
profession 
evolved?
Julie: Originally, 
there were 
many blessed 
women whose 
mission was 
to educate 
children and 
teach religion. 
Then farmers' 
wives took over. 
In 1860, half of 
the population 
made a living 
from lace. The 
trade declined 
with the war, as 
women had to work the land.

Rolland Arnaud: We then moved on to 
mechanical lace. 30 years ago at Fontanille, we 
had 300 bobbin looms for 30 people working on 
lace. Today, there are 60 looms for 5 people. And 
yet there is a revival, a potential market for this 
very special product. It is a trade that is on the 
verge of disappearing. So, our job is to pass on 
and raise awareness of this secret tradition.

why do we talk about a secret tradition?
Julie: Because the lacemakers were really afraid 

of competition, so they had their own pattern 
and frames. Moreover, the tradition of secrecy 

still existed. All this expertise was quite dispersed. 
People secretly kept lace in their homes and in 
the end, there were few collections. Nowadays, 

there is no more competition. It is mainly a hobby. 
However, it is difficult for an outsider to learn the 

technique. This skill has been passed down by 
word of mouth from generation to generation.

your challenge: revealing the art of lacemaking 
using digital technology?

Adelaide: Digital tools and the human hand don't 
have to be mutually exclusive. Digital technology 

is there to assist the craft of lacemaking and to 
encourage the younger generation to embrace 
it. Young people are technologically savvy. They 
like video games, so the challenge is to attract 

the younger 
generation 

and connect 
them with the 

latest digital 
applications.

With the 
Dentellation 

project, we 
came up with 

the idea of 
transposing 

the craft 
technique into 
a more digital 
environment, 

by means of a 
serious game. In 

a digital world you don't prick yourself, you can't 
break wires, and if you make a mistake, you can 

just start again. Everything is simpler and fun! 
All the lacemaker's tools have been modelled, 

including bobbins, threads and frames. The player 
can immerse themselves in the activity, in the 

Salle des Trésors de Fontanille, which retraces 160 
years of history, Jacquard designs and the hard 

work of these men and women!

and is there more innovation planned for the 
future?

Rolland Arnaud: Yes, for sure! We want to move 
lacemaking into industry 4.0 with computer-
aided design, opening it up to new fields for 

global expansion.

Adelaide, Julie and Rolland in the Salle des Trésors de fontanille Scop

We wanted to bring 
lace into Industry 

4.0.
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"It looks like the south 
of France. The colours 
remind us of the villages 
of Provence"

Rue Séguret

Le Puy-en-Velay
filled with colour

What do they love doing? Immortalising their own 
secret places, catching the right light and sharing 

their images on Instagram. Quotes from influencers in 
love with this incredible city who wander through the 
streets, ready to capture its atmosphere and colours.
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"My city offers me a 
wonderful and unusual 
playground where I love to 
take photos. I have a soft 
spot for its cobbled streets, 
the old town and the 
renaissance style that suits 
it so well, not to mention 
its amazing monuments 
which are a major asset"

florence @florencemourier

"The Puy de Lumières show 
breathes new life into the town, 
modernising it by showcasing 
its magnificent, time-honoured 
buildings"

Marie @toony09

"Each season 
brings its own set 
of colours that 
always highlights 
our local 
heritage".

Alexandre @AS’Pix

Rocher Saint-Michel d’Aiguilhe 

Rue Chaussade

Le Puy-en-velay, the capital of digital 
shows

A few steps from the cathedral, you enter a chapel with a retro-
futuristic backdrop for Terre de Géants (Land of Giants), a 
mesmerising show. You then board an aircraft to embark on an 
amazing journey with Alice and Alec, the Giant, guardian of the 
Haute-Loire's hidden secrets.

And to complete these digital experiences, you can visit the Hôtel 
des Lumières (in the Hôtel-Dieu digital art centre). Travel through 3 
impressive sets using the latest video technology and sound design 
(June to September and Christmas holidays).

Terre de 
Géants, the 
digital Chapel 
of Saint Alexis  
(April to 
November 
and Christmas 
holidays)

Notre-Dame 
Cathedral 
highlighted 
by the "Puy de 
Lumieres" light 
show (every 
evening at 
nightfall from 
July to mid-
September)
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in a chateau
Could the best-kept secret of the Auvergne be the chateaus of the 
Haute-Loire? We meet just three chateau owners among the forty 

chateaus to be found in the department.

Anne et Jean Muller:  
"When people meet us, they come into 

contact with a living heritage"

chateau de volhac,  
Coubon - 11the century

What is your story with this chateau?
Anne Muller: "Without being wealthy, 

we bought the chateau in 1989. We are, 
what you might call, "nouveau" chateau 

owners. First and foremost, it was a move 
prompted by our passion for heritage. This 
has motivated us all our lives. My husband 

is a former cabinetmaker specialising 
in restoration and I myself am an art 

historian and painter, specialising in art 
restoration.

The restoration  
When we arrived, the chateau was in a 

very poor state of repair but we chose to 
inhabit it during its restoration. We always 

wanted to make it a place open to the 
arts, with concerts, performances in the 

grounds and painting courses.

Its unique aspect  
For a thousand years, the chateau has 

watched over the banks of the Loire. In 
the Middle Ages, it occupied a strategic 
position on the road, linking the North 
of France to the South, via Le Puy-en-

Velay. An underground passage, still 
visible and usable today, was built into 
the foundations and lined with basalt 

columns, leading to the river to secure a 
water supply or escape in the event of a 

siege.

Your everyday life?  
A chateau owner spends all their time 

working on their chateau, often involving 
endless trips to and forth with bags of 

cement. We put all our time and passion 
into it and we succeeded in retaining the 

soul of the place. We have treated this 
property with respect and today we are 

living its history, we are experiencing the 
past whilst existing in the present". 

Open all year round by reservation only  
and guided tours offered in July & August
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château 
d’esplantas,  

Saugues  
13th century

What is your story with 
this chateau? 

Dominique Servant:  
"Ever since I was a child, I 
have been fascinated by 

castles and particularly 
the medieval period. I 

moved to Langeac as a 
dental surgeon in 1985 

and fell in love with 
Chateau d'Esplantas for 

the building's exceptional 
character, its age and its 

history.

The restoration  
In the 19th century, the 

chateau was transformed 
into a farm, then 

abandoned by the farmers, 
and when we arrived, 

the outbuildings were 
only used for storage. The 

medieval kitchen was a 
blacksmith's workshop and 

the wood-panelled drawing 
room, a joiner's workshop. 
In 1985, the property was 
divided up among three 

owners. It took me 20 
years to acquire the entire 
chateau. This took tenacity 

and perseverance!

Its unique aspect  
The dungeon is the only 

one of its kind in the 
Haute-Loire. By examining 
11 pieces of wood, we were 

able to date its origin, 
identifying oak wood felled 

in the winter of 1252. The 
dungeon was modelled 

on that of Philippe 
Auguste, King of France 
and the inventor of the 

round dungeon. Odilon 
de Mercoeur, the builder 
of the chateau, wished to 
reproduce the same royal 

technology.
Your everyday life? You give 
up every aspect of your life 
including your private life.  
A chateau is a life's work!"

Guided tours from mid-July  
to the end of August

château de bouzols, 
Arsac-en-Velay 
11th century

What is your story with this chateau? 
Jean-Louis De Brive: "I am a link in 
the chateau's history and legacy. I 
wasn't born into it but I inherited it 
later in 2005. When I was very young, 
I remember summers spent playing 
in the chateau. I had a military career 
which took me far from Haute-Loire, 
but in hard times, I dreamed of the 
chateau, its terrace and its magnificent 
view over the wild Loire River.

The restoration  
The chateau came into the family in 
1808, in an advanced state of ruin and 
my great grandfather carried out the 
restoration. Today, I am responsible for 
the conservation and maintenance 
of what remains. This year I will finish 
restoring all the roofs, including that of 
the Oratory Tower. To learn about how 
the citadel's buildings have evolved, I 
also work with archaeology students 
who carry out studies to determine the 
precise date of the periods.

Its unique aspect  
An inner moat cut into the rock that 
cannot be seen from the outside. This 
is a secret moat, a real mousetrap. An 
ingenious defence system that made 
the castle impossible to access! 

Your everyday life? 
Hosting and spending time with 
others! When I retired in 2013, I created 
an association, opening the castle to 
the public, and ever since have been 
offering a cultural programme in the 
summer named "Lundis de Bouzols" 
(Bouzols Mondays) featuring classical 
music and theatre. We are also involved 
in sharing the history of the medieval 
period with schoolchildren. This is all 
with one goal in mind: To pass on this 
knowledge to future generations.

Guided tours from the end of June to 
the beginning of September

Did you know?
As Chateau de Bouzols belonged to 
the Noailles family before the French 
Revolution, history leads us to Chateau 
de Chavaniac-Lafayette where the 
famous Marquis de Lafayette was born 
on 6 September 1757 and spent the first 
years of his life. After marrying Adrienne 
de Noailles in 1774, Lafayette left in 1777 
to fight for the freedom of the American 
people. Alongside George Washington, 
he was one of the leading figures in the 
American War of Independence.

This involvement was repaid in 1917, when 
Château de Chavaniac-Lafayette was 
purchased by an American Memorial, 
which wished to commemorate this hero 
of the American Revolution and to help 
children wounded by the Great War, 
and subsequently children with health 
problems.

The Passeport des Demeures Historiques 
(historic building visitor's pass) for the 
Haute-Loire. This is an opportunity to 
explore around twenty exceptional 
properties, all of which are special due to 
the fact they are inhabited, embodied and 
protected by families.
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The radiant abbey 
of La Chaise-Dieu, 
a jewel in the crown 
of the Haute-
Loire's heritage, 
bears witness to 
a rich past that is 
told through three 
stories supported by 
scientific research.

Incredible
stories  
from La Chaise-Dieu 

3

Not to be missed  
in La Chaise-Dieu 

Visit the abbey's scenic routes, whether 
on your own, using an audio guide or on a 

special guided tour

The 14 recently restored 16th century 
tapestries, a national treasure. The public 
can view them in a unique setting offering 

optimal lighting and visibility. A tapestry 
that is the only one of its kind in the world 

which displays a series of episodes from 
the lives of Christ and the Virgin Mary. 

The delicious "Moine Gourmand", funny 
pastries in the shape of the religious men 

that you meet here and there in the 
village (and who love to chat)

- The Serpent d'Or route (PR 620, 3.8 
km), which takes you to the Senouire, 

a river with iron-rich waters. A wealth 
of stories and legends, it is lined with 

enamelled lava stone panels. You will learn 
all about the Coco spring, the legend of 
the "flammaçons" and about Judith and 

Simon. These unfortunate lovers, who had 
entered the orders, sent letters to each 

other across the river between Lavaudieu 
and La Chaise-Dieu…
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The legend of the 
echoing hall 

This hall, with its magnificent grisaille 
decor, has exceptional acoustics. If you 
stand at two opposite corners, you can 
hear your partner's whispers without 

the rest of the room knowing your 
secrets... Legend has it that this special 
feature allowed monks to hear lepers' 
confessions without fear of contagion. 
While this may seem to have little 
historical basis, and the acoustic 
phenomenon is well recognised - 
sound is conducted and reflected 
along the diagonals of the vault - the 
story has contributed to the abbey's 
popularity as a tourist attraction for 
many decades.

Incredible but true, this hall, whose 
purpose at the time of its construction 
by the Maurist monks at the end of the 
17th century is unknown, and appears 
to have been used as a linen room 
at the time of the French Revolution. 
Restored in the late 1970s and in 2018, 
the hall has now regained its original 
layout and decor.

The danse macabre seen in a new 
light

The Danse Macabre, also known as The Dance of Death, 
featured in the Abbey of La Chaise-Dieu, is part of the 15th 
century funerary paintings. This was a period preceded 
by plagues, famines and war that changed society's 
relationship with death. This fresco shows sketched features, 
which have been given a red tint. For a long time, the 
work was considered unfinished, but a study in 2021 
suggests that it may have been completed after all. The 
climatic environment and previous unfortunate restorations 
are responsible for its current poor state of conservation. 
Another study, carried out in 2016 by an archaeologist, has 
also put forward the theory that the Danse Macabre is not 
an independent painting. It is believed to be part of an 
iconographic programme, which in the north aisle of the 
Abbey would also include a painting above the Recumbent 
of Smaragde de Vichy and the remains of a painting of a 
Last Judgement. The study even goes so far as to envisage 
a reading of the fresco in the opposite direction to what 
is usual. In the dance, emaciated corpses lead first the 
common man and then the most powerful in the world to 
their deaths. Afterwards, the presence of Adam and Eve act 
as a reminder of the original sin.

jacqueline Picasso 
and La chaise-dieu

Picasso's last wife had a real 
affection for La Chaise-Dieu and 
its festival, where she held two 
exhibitions dedicated to the works 
of the illustrious Pablo Picasso in 
1981 and 1985.  
In 1983, she offered the commune 
of La Chaise-Dieu the sum of one 
million two hundred thousand 
francs to acquire the Maison 
du Cardinal de Rohan. This was 
the last Abbey building to be 
constructed, at the end of the 18th 
century. The donation contained 
a clause stating that the building 
should be "used exclusively 
for activities in the fields of 
painting, sculpture, dance and 
music, and no other activities".

It was precisely in the Maison du 
Cardinal, which was restored over 
a three-year period, that the La 
Chaise-Dieu festival‘s team took 
up permanent residence in 2016. 
The donor's wishes were therefore 
fulfilled!

Crédit Agricole Loire Haute-Loire, a loyal and committed partner of the Maison du Tourisme du Département 
de la Haute-Loire, regularly supports projects to preserve and promote cultural heritage. Its contribution to the 
restoration of the monumental abbey site of La Chaise-Dieu contributes to the economic development and 
overall appeal of this region.
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Brioude 
culture  
in all its forms

Brioude, a big 
presence! A modern 

and contemporary 
art centre with 

exhibition events, 
open-air concerts 

on the banks of 
the Allier where 

you can relax, and 
art festivals where 

plenty of talent is on 
display... Welcome 

to Brioude, a 
small town of great 

culture!

Great art! 

For several years now, Le Doyenné has been 
instrumental in making Brioude a cultural Mecca. 
Located close to the famous Saint-Julien Basilica, 
this ancient medieval building has undergone 
extensive restoration work to be transformed into 
a contemporary art centre, and each year offers a 
host of impressive exhibitions open to the public. 
Marc Chagall, Joan Miro, Nicolas de Staël and more 
recently Picasso have all been featured. 
These unusual works are skilfully presented by the 
distinguished curator Jean-Louis Prat. Under his 
guidance, each year, Le Doyenné and its prestigious 
13th century ceiling, featuring a coat of arms, display 
their full splendour, embellished by the talents of 
some of the greatest names in contemporary art. 

ledoyenne-brioude.fr
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colours!

It is impossible to talk about 
Brioude without mentioning 
its celebrated Biennale 
d'aquarelle? Every two years, 
the town is transformed into 
a huge exhibition that is open 
to the public. The Bienniale is 
interspersed with events with 
some forty local and international 
artists throughout the town, 
providing opportunities for the 
public to learn about the art of 
watercolour and its techniques 
through workshops and other 
activities. The Biennale, where 
painting becomes a celebration!

biennale-aquarelle.com

expertise!

Lace, tapestry, glass, stained glass, papercraft, 
jewellery, cabinetmaking, ironwork... One thing is for 
sure, Brioude has a wealth of skilled craftspeople! 
Furthermore, it is the only town in the Haute-Loire to 
hold the "Ville et Métiers d'art" label. A prestigious 
award that recognises the town's historical and 
architectural heritage, but most importantly, the 
excellent skills of its craftspeople.

Let there be music!

A gourmet and musical experience on the 
on the banks of the Allier. Or more like, 
SEVERAL! That's because the picnic concerts 
at La Bageasse are multiplying. They are now 
held every Tuesday evening in the summer, 
throughout July and August. The concept, 
however, is still the same. All you have to 
do is sit down, either with your feet in the 
water or in a "Déjeuner sur l'herbe" fashion, 
to enjoy your favourite snacks, while listening 
to an ever-changing selection of musical 
performance. Jazz, blues, French variété, folk, 
rock, and pop... each Tuesday has its own 
group and its own style of music, to enjoy 
with your friends and family in a holiday 
atmosphere.

Plus...

L’Hôtel de la Dentelle
The Hôtel de la Dentelle and its 
conservatory are the guardians of 
ancestral bobbin lace and other 
cross-stitch techniques. The centre 
endeavours to share this exceptional 
know-how through its training 
programme and exhibitions!

hoteldeladentelle.com

La Maison du Saumon et de la 
Rivière
Everything you need to know about 
the fish in the Allier! Trout, grayling, 
catfish, barbel... and the star of the 
show, Atlantic salmon... Around 800 
fish belonging to 35 different species 
can be admired in the aquariums of 
La Maison du Saumon.

aquarium-maison-du-saumon.com

Saint-Julien Basilica
Majestic, luminated and fascinating. 
The Saint-Julien Basilica in Brioude, 
the largest Romanesque church 
in the Auvergne, is surprising and 
captivating. With 3 stars in the 
Michelin green guide,  
you can't help but be impressed.

tourisme-brioudesudauvergne.fr
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A whole host of 
festivals!

18 festivals in four months. That's quite a pace! With music, 
comedy, song, literature, and theatre... to sum up, a delightful 

blend of arts and culture. Like a round the world trip, but to all 
four corners of the Haute-Loire!

Les escaLes brivadoises  
in brioude
1st two weeks in July
Les Escales brivadoises where 
the arts join forces. Always multi-
artistic, the festival introduces 
new works to the stage that, 
depending on the inspiration, 
combine music, theatre, comedy 
or dance, based around the same 
theme. Challenging anyone with 
preconceived ideas about classical 
music.

escalesbrivadoises.fr

Les brumes in sainTe-siGoLène
1st two weeks in July

There have been performances from Obispo, Kendji, Jenifer, 
and Julien Clerc... Every evening, Les Brumes features two 

big names from the French music scene, offering an entirely 
live festival, with artists bringing music fans of all ages 

together. All in a festive-family atmosphere. Everyone on 
your feet! 

lesbrumes.fr

Les nuiTs  
de sainT-jacques  
in Le Puy-en-veLay
Mid-July 
From Calogero, Patrick 
Bruel, Boulevard des airs, 
Tryo, Jean-Louis Aubert, to 
Julien Doré, Eddy de Pretto, 
to Grand Corps Malade...  
Les Nuits de Saint-Jacques 
is the leading event in Le 
Puy-en-Velay. Unforgettable 
evening concerts around 
14th July to celebrate the 
French National Holiday in 
style. Music maestro! 

nuitsdesaintjacques.com

Le fesTivaL des 7 Lunes in LaPTe
1st two weeks in July

Where literature feeds the soul. Over three days, the Festival 
des 7 lunes offers theatre, dance and music performances 
and several workshops by professional companies. These 
open stages allow festival-goers to discover new authors 

and stories, and for artists, some of whom are amateurs, to 
experiment with performing on stage. 

festivaldes7lunes.com
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nuiTs de rêve in rosières
Mid-July 

Whether under the trees or under 
the stars, Les Nuits de Rêve include 

concerts, theatre, burlesque or 
tragedies, as well as clowns and 

acrobats, and sometimes dance... 
In essence, special moments to 

move us, make us laugh or raise a 
smile. All this in a rural setting and 

a family-friendly atmosphere, at 
Moulins de Blanlhac. Quiet, please! 

It's about to begin…

revedefoin.com

six cordes au fiL de L’aLLier in chanTeuGes
2nd two weeks in July

For four days, the ancient vaults of Chanteuges Abbey vibrate to the 
sound of guitars. World-famous musicians and up-and-coming local 
artists inject new energy into this historic building. The programme 

includes a variety of musical styles, featuring classical, jazz, folk, gypsy 
jazz and world music.

chanteugesfestival.com

inTerfoLk in and around Le Puy-en-veLay
2nd two weeks in July 

Bringing people together through culture. This is the key objective 
of this lively, fun and friendly festival. A wonderful tour of dance and 

song from all over the world. Each summer, Interfolk brings the 
intangible heritage of humanity to Le Puy-en-Velay and the Haute-

Loire with an explosion of colour.

interfolk.fr 

Les nuiTs basaLTiques  
in Le Puy-en-veLay

End of July
To ensure that traditions are never 

lost, Les Nuits Basaltiques focuses on 
traditional music and dance from the 
Auvergne and other regions. With the 
help of present-day artists, these old-
time tunes have been given a fresh 
boost with a modern twist. There's 
plenty of dancing, laughing and 

singing to be done, for beginners as 
well as those more experienced!

cdmdt43.com/les-nuits-basaltiques

Le fesTivaL de craPonne
End of July

Thanks to this country music festival, 
each summer Texas reaches the Parc 
des Étoiles in Craponne-sur-Arzon, on 

the edge of the Forez region. More 
than simply a festival, this is a major 

event, with a unique atmosphere and 
a strong connection with American 

culture. Pull on your cowboy boots and 
join in the line dance!

countrycraponne.com
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Les aPéros musique de bLesLe
Mid-August 
Concerts in the streets of Blesle, 
listed as one of the "Most Beautiful 
Villages in France". Visitors simply have 
to stroll around to enjoy the variety 
the festival has to offer including 
afternoon concerts or Les Pieds dans 
l'eau, the Concours Tremplin (Music 
competition)... Amazing shows in an 
idyllic setting, brimming with joy and 
laughter!

aperos-musique-blesle.com

LecTures sous L’arbre  
in Le chambon-sur-LiGnon
2nd two weeks in August
An ode to nature and poetry. For a week, 
the spoken word is shared in this spot 
perched at an altitude of 1,000 m, between 
the Haute-Loire and the Ardèche. Every 
summer, some thirty authors are invited to 
this lush green setting for poetry and literary 
gatherings, where a country, an artist and a 
publisher are honoured.

lectures-sous-larbre.com

fesTivaL en Gévaudan  
in sauGues 
Mid-August

In Gévaudan, anything's possible! 
For the past fifteen years, the 
bagpipes have been playing 
in the heart of the Margeride. 
Strange, you might say? No, in 

fact, it's magical! And it's all thanks 
to some great Celtic musicians 

including Tri Yann, Manau, 
Celtic Legends, Irish Celtic...and 
even some stars of La Chanson 

Francaise. A variety that appeals to 
a wide audience.

festivalengevaudan.com

fesTivaL  
du monasTier
1st two weeks in 
August
Trumpets, saxophones, 
tubas, horns and 
trombones... Brass 
instruments are 
definitely swinging 
in Monastier-sur-
Gazeille, in a wide 
variety of musical 
styles: French variété, 
electro, folk, baroque, 
jazz, swing, and rap... 
There's something for 
everyone! 

festivaldumonastier.fr

fesTivaL musiques en vivarais-LiGnon
2nd two weeks in August

More than a festival, this is a talent exchange. 
Musiques en Vivarais-Lignon is an opportunity for 
young artists, internationally renowned masters 
and a loyal public to experience classical and 
baroque music in a unique way. The concerts 
take place in historic venues selected for their 

outstanding acoustics.

cc-hautlignon.fr
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•  f e s t i v a l s  •

fêTes renaissances du roi 
de L’oiseau in Le Puy-en-

veLay
3rd weekend in september
Hear ye, hear ye, good people! 
Now is the time to step back 
in history. In the 16th century, 
when the Renaissance was 

at its height: everyday scenes, 
merchants' or soldiers' camps, 

great archery competitions, street 
performances, acrobats, ancient 

markets, marches, skirmishes and 
ambushes... This is the entire city 

of Le Puy-en-Velay going back 500 
years. Play a part in history!

roideloiseau.com

Le chanT des sucs in and 
around yssinGeaux

Mid-september  
to mid-october

The greatest artists, even in our 
wonderful countryside! This is 
Le Chant des Sucs's mission. 

Featuring leading names and 
up-and-coming artists, this festival 

gives pride of place to Chanson 
Française, with around fifteen 

concerts held in a dozen different 
towns. Some big names, including 

Sansévérino, Yves Jamait, Ours 
and La rue Kétanou, perform on 

the stages of Yssingeaux.

@lechantdessucs

fesTivaL du rire d’yssinGeaux
End of october, the Autumn school holidays
How about giving our facial muscles a little workout? 

The comedy festival offers a rich and eclectic 
programme, alternating between new talent and 
established artists, who have been touring major 

venues and theatre cafés the rest of the year. A not-
to-be-missed event in Yssingeaux for over 30 years 
now, the Festival de Rire (Laughter Festival) has the 

power to change the way we see things!

festivaldurire.fr

La chaise-dieu 
fesTivaL 
2nd two weeks in 
August 
Do you have a passion 
for classical music? La 
Chaise-Dieu festival is 
an unmissable summer 
event in Haute-Loire. The 
programme includes 
around thirty concerts of 
religious music, symphony 
orchestras, recitals and 
other serenades... All are 
performed in locations, 
steeped in history, such as 
the famous La Chaise-Dieu 
Abbey, Brioude Basilica, 
Saint-Paulien Collegiate 
Church and Le Puy-en-
Velay Theatre... We're 
keeping heritage alive!

chaise-dieu.com
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Lyon
Clermont-Ferrand

AUVERGNE RHÔNE-ALPES

HAUTE-LOIRE

maison du Tourisme de La hauTe-Loire 
hôtel du département - 1, place monseigneur de galard 
43000 le puy-en-velay - 04 71 07 41 65 
contact@myhauteloire.fr 
myhauteloire.fr

join us and share
your experience using the #myhauteloire hashtag
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Road and 
tourist map 

available for 
free from 

the Haute-
Loire Tourist 
Information 

Centres.

BRIOuDE SuD AuVERGNE
tourisme-brioudesudauvergne.fr

BRIOuDe 04 71 74 97 49

BLeSLe 04 71 74 02 76

LAVAuDIeu* 04 71 76 46 00

GORGES DE L’ALLIER
gorges-allier.com

LANGeAC 04 71 77 05 41

SAuGueS 04 71 77 71 38

PRADeLLeS 04 71 00 82 65

LAVOuTe-CHILHAC 04 71 77 46 57

AuzON 04 71 76 18 11

IN AND AROuND LE PuY-EN-VELAY 
lepuyenvelay-tourisme.fr

Le PuY-eN-VeLAY  
(2 place du Clauzel) 
04 71 09 38 41

LA CHAISe-DIeu 04 71 00 01 16

CRAPONNe-SuR-ARzON  
04 71 03 23 14

ALLÈGRe* (Post Office) 
04 71 07 77 09

MéZENC-LOIRE-MEYGAL
mezencloiremeygal.com

LeS eSTABLeS 04 71 08 31 08

Le MONASTIeR-SuR-GAzeILLe  
04 71 08 37 76

SAINT-JuLIeN CHAPTeuIL 
04 71 08 77 70

LOIRE-SEMÈNE
gorgesdelaloire.com

AuReC-SuR-LOIRe 04 77 35 42 65

LA SÉAuVe-SuR-SeMÈNe* 
04 71 75 69 50 

MARCHES Du VELAY 
ROCHEBARON
tourisme-marchesduvelayrochebaron.fr

BAS-eN-BASSeT 04 71 66 95 44

BeAuzAC 04 71 61 50 74

MONISTROL-SuR-LOIRe  
04 71 66 03 14

SAINT-PAL-De-MONS  
04 71 75 06 60

SAINTe-SIGOLÈNe 04 71 66 13 07

SAINT-PAL-De-CHALeNCON*  
(Maison des Services) 04 71 66 19 53

HAuT PAYS Du VELAY
hautpaysduvelay-tourisme.fr

MONTfAuCON-eN-VeLAY  
04 71 59 95 73

SAINT-BONNeT-Le-fROID 
04 71 65 64 41

PAYS DES SuCS  
ON THE BANKS Of THE LOIRE
ot-des-sucs.fr

ReTOuRNAC 04 71 65 20 50

YSSINGeAuX 04 71 59 10 76

HAuT-LIGNON
ot-hautlignon.com

Le-CHAMBON-SuR-LIGNON  
04 71 59 71 56

TeNCe 04 71 59 71 56

Le MAzeT-SAINT-VOY 
04 71 59 71 56

*information point

TOuRIST OffICES for expert advice!
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